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Introduction  

Humpback whales are returning year after year to Irish waters and in increasing numbers. They come 

to feed in inshore Irish waters along our south and west coasts. However, where are these humpback 

whales coming from and going to?  The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG) have built a catalogue 

of individually recognisable humpback whales from the unique markings on their tail flukes. Working 

with colleagues in Iceland and the United States, the IWDG have recently identified the same 

individual humpback whales in both Irish and Icelandic waters, often in the same year.  So, we know 

Ireland and Iceland share a whale population and this expedition to Iceland aimed to build on these 

findings. 

The IWDG have recorded an increase in humpback whales visiting Irish waters and since 1999 we have 

documented 92 individual humpback whales in Irish waters, recognised by unique markings on their 

tail flukes and dorsal fins. Over 55% of these whales have been recorded in more than one year, 

showing they are returning to Irish waters between years. Some have been re-sighted in 12 of the past 

17 years! Our question is, where are these whales coming from or going to when not in Irish waters? 

Two of these humpback whales have been recorded outside of Ireland, in Norway, the Netherlands 

and Gibraltar, and a further three have been photographed in Iceland.  

          

Kerry 25/09/2013 © Nick Massett/IWDG                          Húsavik, Iceland, 16/06/2014 © Christian Schmidt 

 

The IWDG research vessel Celtic Mist sailed to Iceland between May and June 2018 and spent a month 

exploring Icelandic waters, aiming to locate humpback whales and other cetacean species to obtain 

more photo-identification images.  The aim was also to build a strong relationship with researchers in 

government and universities, including the Icelandic Marine and Freshwater Research Institute and 

the University of Iceland.  During the month-long navigation of Iceland’s west, north and east coasts, 

we visited coastal communities to promote links and collaboration as well as our shared responsibility 

of humpback whale conservation and management. The expedition objectives were as follows: 

1. Raise awareness of humpback whales in Ireland 

2. Increase knowledge of humpback whale movements between Ireland and Iceland  

3. Collect data in Iceland on whales and dolphins and on passage to and from Ireland 

4. Locate and photograph humpback whales in Icelandic waters  

5. Locate and photograph other species such as blue and minke whales in Icelandic waters to 

contribute to the Icelandic photo-id catalogues 

6. Build partnerships and relationships between two island nations sharing a whale population 
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Methods 

Sightings effort  

Survey effort was recorded using LOGGER software (© IFAW), which tracks the vessel through a GPS 

receiver every 15 seconds and prompts the surveyors to input environmental data every 30 minutes. 

A continuous watch for cetaceans was maintained from the yacht during daylight hours.  Shifts of two 

people alternating each hour were positioned one on the port and one on the starboard side of the 

upper deck. All cetacean species were recorded with a best estimate of numbers, presence of calves 

and behaviour. The position of each sighting was recorded by entering a waypoint into LOGGER and 

the radial distance and angle to the sighting relative to the boat was recorded.  

Photo-identification  

Many species of cetacean have distinctive markings or colouration, which is specific to that individual, 

through which individuals can be recognised.  Notches and nicks often occur on the dorsal fins of 

dolphins and toothed whales. Images suitable for species identification and photo-identification were 

recorded whenever possible using DSLR cameras and 200 to 500mm lenses. Images of humpback 

whale flukes were submitted to the North Atlantic Humpback Whale catalogue for matching as well 

as Hafogvatn and the University of Iceland catalogues. Images of white-beaked dolphins, minke whales 

and blue whales, suitable for photo-identification were also collected as photo-id research of these 

species have also been carried out.   

Acoustic Monitoring  

A towed hydrophone was available for use to record mid-frequency vocalisations, suitable for 

recording humpback whales or sperm whale clicks for example. They were both broad spectrum 

hydrophones acquiring signals from around 1 kHz up to up to 32 kHz. However, acoustic monitoring 

was carried out when under sail wherever possible, as it was not possible when the engine was on due 

to noise levels.  

Results 

Cruise Plan  

During the 30 days at sea a total 

of 4,544 km were covered and 

full survey effort within that 

distance was 2,911 km of track 

line surveyed. Sea conditions 

were generally favourable with 

70% of effort conducted in ≤sea-

state 3.  

The only delay occurred in 

Ísafjörður where it was not 

possible to make the passage 

around Horn to Holmvick due to 

strong winds and sea-ice.  
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Cruise Log 

Leg 1: Dublin to Reykjavík  

 

During the early morning hours of Thursday, 31 May, Celtic Mist arrived into Vestmannaeyjar Harbour 
in the Westman Islands, which is 200 miles south of Reykjavík.  After sailing 1,000 miles in just six days 
from Dublin, the crew reported a great voyage and while there were no whale sightings en route, 
there were sightings of dolphins just north of Ireland. The crew also deployed the hydrophone on the 
shelf edge to listen for whales and test the equipment.  

 

 

The crew in Vestmannaeyjar 
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Approaching Vestmannaeyjar 

  

 

 

Leg 2: Reykjavík to ÍsafjorŏurThe second week in Iceland involved sailing from Reykjavík to Ísafjörður 

in the West Fjords of NW Iceland.  Celtic Mist spent an extra day in Ólfasvik in Snæsfellness trying to 

https://vimeo.com/272831338
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locate killer whale and sperm whales in the deep (c. 300m) trough nearby. Although acoustic 

recordings were collected of sperm whale clicks and a brief sighting, no killer whales were observed 

despite sighting reports in the area.  

Initially, the long road trips around the Western fjords recorded more land-based sightings of whales 
than the boat team with both minke and humpback whales observed in Skotofjordur, the first fjord in 
series of five along this coast. Humpback whales were also observed off Grimsey Island from Drangnes.  

 

 

 

Minke whale in Ísafjorŏur and two humpbacks off Grimsey Island, Húnaflói © Simon Berrow/IWDG 

 

 

Celtic Mist off Ólfasvik in Snæsfellness in the Western Fjords, Iceland © Wouter Jan Strietman 
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Humpback whales in Hesteyrarfjörður © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 

With strong winds and pack ice just a few miles off Horn, the most northerly site in Iceland, the Celtic 
Mist was pinned down in Ísafjorŏur between 12 and 18 June. A short passage across the bay 
to Hesteyrarfjörður to a sheltered anchorage was welcome with Arctic fox seen feeding on Eider duck 
chicks and a seal carcass.   

On the return passage to Ísafjörður, humpback whales were sighted, and excellent images taken by 
all including the first photo-id images of the expedition.  With strong winds still forecast, the ambitions 
for this week were constrained as we hoped to take short trips out into Hesteyrarfjörður to encounter 
more whales.  

Leg 3: Ísafjörður in West Fjords 
 
Ísafjörður up in Iceland's remote West Fjords, is a beautiful and 
wild place; such places at these latitudes generally have a few 
downsides, the weather is one.  With conversation regularly 
revolving around katabatic winds, icepack movement and north-
easterly storms, we had to put off any plans to get around the 
imposing northwest corner, which is the Hornstrandir 
Peninsula.  This gave an opportunity to explore this extensive fjord 
system which runs some 50 km from its opening in the Denmark 
Strait to the end of the fjord.  Due to the complexity of the fjords, 
the southern side alone had six impressive inlets, and we had 
received reports of humpback whales present in several of these 
from the IWDG land support team. 
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So our time here has been well spent and on 16 and 17 June we surveyed much of the area during 
which we observed stunning birdlife, our first dolphins in the West Fjords, which were presumably 
white-beaked dolphins, but more relevant, we had good numbers of humpback whales. 

On June 16th while travelling east into the Fjord system, we observed humpbacks in three areas on 
the 8-hour passage down to our anchorage at Svansvík.  Interestingly, on our return up the fjord the 
following day, the animals we found were all largely the same individuals.  However, we still managed 
to add one new animal, bringing our tally to five photo Identified humpback whales in the area (images 
below).  This number seemed consistent with conversations had with Prof. Brad Barr, a visiting 
lecturer from the United States to the local University Centre of the Westfjörds.  He said that a 
humpback whale photo ID study carried out in these same fjords had suggested that in a season there 
were 5-7 humpbacks routinely using the system.  
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Humpbacks photographed 16 and 17 June 2018 © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG and Brendan Quinn/IWDG 

At these latitudes, the presence of humpback whales in an area means there is a sufficient food supply 
for them , yet our observations failed to confirm what it was they were feeding on in these fjords. 
However, there was no evidence that they were feeding on small pelagic/forage fish. Subsequent 
observations along the north coast seemed to confirm with Professor Brad Barrs’ opinion that they 
were feeding on shrimp.  None of these images taken of these animals were matches with the Irish 
Humpback Whale Catalogue. All Photo ID images secured during this expedition will be shared with 
our Icelandic research partners. 

It was a bit of a surprise that the first humpback of the IWDG Iceland trip would be observed from the driving seat, but 

that’s what happened. As we approached the first long fingered junction of the Isarfjordur fjord, 5 hours into an epic 

drive from Reykjavik, we descended a long snowy incline towards what appeared to be a roadside lake. Suddenly a 

black shape broke the water, much bigger than a seal, a fish or a bird. “what the hell was THAT” came the shout, very 

quickly Simon replies, “a humpback, I think”. So out of the bus onto the road in a biting wind, we managed to observe 2 

humpbacks moving up the Fjord, ones we would get to see again later in the week. It was an exciting break to the 

journey and filled us with hope for the rest of the week. 

Unfortunately we were to be knocked back on arrival at Celtic mist, a combination of a steering servo, weather and the 

presence of sea ice resulting in a deferral of any trips out. It struck me that there is a significant difference in priority 

between a skipper and a scientist.. we were mad keen to go out and explore, and the reports of sea ice nearing the 

coast had us excited about seeing icebergs as well as whales, unfortunately the opposite view was held by the skipper 

who felt it might be dangerous, so we sat in port for almost 3 days. There is no risk to passengers when a boat is 

moored, but the frustrations were obvious when we had come to observe whales, and were willing to go out in 

moderate seas if necessary. Some skippers do, some don’t, so we didn’t. In addition the wind was lively, meaning our 

exploration would be limited to within the Fjords, and our hopes of crossing the Arctic circle were met with a 5km 

disappointment. 

First night out was sent in an absolutely beautiful fjord at anchor, right inside the snowy glacial national park of 

Hornstrandir,in a Fjord called Hesteyrifjordur. No sooner were we at anchor than Padraig started hauling up flatfish 

caught on feathers, good for dinner. In the morning light, which was the same as midnight light, our first observation 

was of an arctic fox, wandering around on shore, and hunting Eider ducks with the greatest of ease. The ducks had a 

strange defence of packing together and swimming towards the fox, and he fond it easy to take a chick, but perhaps it 

limited damage? Also in the Fjord were the only buildings of the national park, and an old disused whaling, and later 

fish oil extracting factory (once the whales disappeared they switched to herring and other fish). 

Bright and early, we set out in search of our cetacean friends, and we hadn’t even left the fjord into the main 

Isarfordjup when we came across a small pod of Porpoise, doing their usual shy moving along, staying away from the 

boat. Not long after we got the first of several blows, as our first humpback appeared, between Isafjordur and Sudavik.  

REFLECTIONS ON ICELAND 
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Leg 4:  Ísafjorŏur to Husavik 

Monday 18th June: With a fresh crew on board, which included our new skipper Mick O'Meara and 
some old IWDG heads like Conal O'Flanagan and Joanne O' Brien, we finally had a weather window to 
round the imposing North West peninsula of Hornstrandir. This was a hard overnight passage during 
which we had to endure a long rolling swell, which made for some unpleasant sea conditions, which 
took a toll on some.  But for the panoramas alone as we rounded Hornbjarg, it was simply stunning. 
The mid-night watch revealed our first icebergs on the horizon, but there were only a few and too far 
away to cause much concern.  Only days earlier there was a risk of the Icelandic Coastguard having to 
close this route as the Greenland Icepack was being blown to within 3km of the shore by strong north-
easterlies, with potentially > 50% ice coverage.  This would have been a huge problem for the 
expedition, as although the Celtic Mist is a fine open ocean vessel....she's no icebreaker! 

We got close, and managed to get our first fluke shots, then proceeded up the Fjord, where we again encountered 

another humpback. Further up we turned off into a branching fjord, where we again encountered a whale, this time 

among a bird feeding frenzy, this one a minke, busy lunging. So a great days spotting, and leaving Sedisfjordur, we 

headed for home. The weather again intervened, but thankfully the katabatic winds held off enough for us to plan 

another night at anchor, this time deeper up the Isarfjordjup, to the fjord where we had seen the humpbacks from the 

van. There had been shore observations from some of our crew of humpbacks breaching near here, so we expected to 

get lucky. Just after midnight as we finally made anchor at the 2nd attempt, the distant blow and very white tail of one 

of our humpbacks was seen. We went to sleep, and set off in the morning to find our “local” humpback, nicknamed 

Elvis for his shows, and disappearing acts, and we didn’t have far to go. As we travelled along the fjord, heading back 

towards our home port, Elvis showed, as did 2 others, and we even had a distant breaching AND a very close breach 

which everyone missed on camera.. DOH!  IN near perfectly still waters the humpbacks even swam under the boat, 

rolled, logged, and breached, in a fantastically close encounter with one large, and 2 smaller wales, possibly a parent 

and 2 juveniles? We got the fluke shots, and our master spotter Padraig managed to call them first almost every time. 

He also observed dolphins at some distance which didn’t reappear. Seamus and Paul were particularly honoured in 

seeing their first whales, and had a great show. Seamus in particular had to be congratulated, as he spent most of his 

time down below making food and drinks for us all, while Tony tried to capture as much as possible on film. 

The scenery was incredible, and the sightings a relief, as there had been a scarcity of whales up to that point, 

apparently we were a bit early for peak whale season. The weather had been relatively kind, and when onshore we 

managed to meet and visit quite a few locals and local viewpoints, attending concerts in a local bar, the nearby fishing 

museum, and visiting the fish salting/drying huts in Bolungarvik, via a road that was as close to impassable as you could 

find. So with the week having passed and the world cup fat approaching we prepared for the long bus-drive back to 

Reykjavik, where just as we left the Westfjords, we observed one last arctic fox strolling along a small valley with its 

characteristic badger-like awkward steps. 

It struck me as an enormous task to have achieved, to get the boat prepared for this journey, and to do the taxi-service 

drive each weekend to airports and petrol stations. Many people put in huge hours to make the trip possible, but this 

trip was the epitome of what we are about, the very disconcerting news of a Blue/Fin whale hybrid having been killed 

while we were there was hugely disappointing, and has sparked a lively debate about what our policy should be on 

whaling, as well as other types of whale killing. It’s a difficult area, as we are guests of a nation, but we have obvious 

goals and ambitions in relation to whale welfare. 

This was a trip of a lifetime, a real-life Attenborough style adventure, and one that will remain with us for years to 

come. When it finished, it didn’t feel like the end, more like the start of something. I hope it is, and we grow further 

from here. It felt so weird back in Ireland, as it got dark at night, driving back to Galway, but I will cherish the memories 

and hope that someday Padraig will see Elvis popping up beside the Holly Jo, and our circle will be complete. 

Brendan Quinn 
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Another remarkable thing about this passage was that in almost 21 hours of sailing in some of the 
most productive waters on the planet and in reasonable viewing conditions and 24 hours daylight, 
with some very experienced whale observers, we didn't manage a single cetacean sighting. It would 
be inconceivable that Celtic Mist would survey for a whole day in Irish waters without a single sighting 
entry being input into the Logger software, which was running throughout. This was our first strong 
evidence that if you want to find marine mammals in Icelandic waters, then open waters may not be 
the place to be looking. The vast majority of humpback sightings to date during this expedition were 
from the major fjord systems and the inlets within them. 

In the early hours of the morning we were crossing the huge Húnaflói bay, and as we approached 
Skagafjördur at around 07:00 am we starting seeing our first distant blows, which resulted in our first 
north coast fluke shots. Interestingly during this early session with these whales, we were reasonably 
confident that in among about 2-3 individuals there was one animal that consistently showed a very 
tall columnar blow and then tail fluked. This was likely to be our first blue whale. But after the long 
overnighter, neither the skipper nor the crew had the energy for commencing a long game of cat and 
mouse with a blue whale that could cruise much faster than the Celtic Mist.  Content with our fluke 
shots we continued into the stunning Fjord town of Siglufjörður, which is where the Icelandic thriller 
series "Trapped" was shot. That evening we were re-joined by Karen Wilkinson, Inis marketing 
manager, who loved her first week's leg so much that after returning to Dublin, she booked another 
flight to Iceland in the hope of re-joining us for a few shorter trips on the northern leg. 

Thursday 21st June: We left Siglufjörður at around 10:00 am on what was a simple enough run east 
into Eyjafjörður and the harbour at Dalvik. We had originally planned on travelling to the end of this 
Fjord and to spend some time in Akureyri, the country's second capital in the North, population 
16,000, but we'd lost too much time in the West Fjords waiting for our weather window.  
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Celtic Mist in Siglufjörður© Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 

   

Humpback whale in Eyjafjörður © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 

So we motor sailed through the day, making landfall at Dalvík around midnight. Once again we 
encountered good numbers of humpback whales during the day. So not surprising that we are now 
beginning to get a sense as we call into northern coastal towns as to the importance of whales and 
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whale watching to the local economy. Each town seems to have several commercial operators 
providing a range of boat-based wildlife and whale watching products, and from what we've seen the 
boats really don't have to travel too far from their home port to find animals a plenty within their 
sheltered local Fjord. The potential for wonderful encounters against such jaw-dropping scenery is 
endless. 

Friday 22nd June: We left Dalvík bound for Grimsey Island in the Arctic Circle, with a very full boat, as 
also on board were two US research students who were carrying out a field study out of Húsavik on 
the impacts of whale watching boats on the behaviour of whales.  Sailing out of Eyjafjörður in brilliant 
calm, sunny conditions, spirits were high when we encountered our first humpbacks of the day. But 
this was short-lived, and they were the day's first and last humpbacks as the wind picked up very 
considerably.  Not long after it was blowing a strong Force 7 outside the Fjord. You know things are 
getting serious when the skipper relieves us "non-sailors" from helm duties and furniture starts flying 
around the cabin. The 40 km, 5 hour passage north to Grimsey was exhilarating to say the least, and 
those of us whose stomachs had struggled rounding the Horn only a few days earlier, now seemed to 
have the measure of Celtic Mist and the big seas, as she travelled under full sail into Arctic waters.   

In the warm morning sunshine, there was banter about Tony filming an Arctic plunge by the crew, but 
by the time we got to Grimsey, there was a lot less enthusiasm, as most of us got a good soaking 
anyway during the passage. The small island of Grimsey, population of 22 souls, is dissected by the 
Arctic Circle line and is home to some of the biggest concentrations of seabirds we'd seen yet. The sea 
cliffs, once you leave the harbour, are alive with the sound of nesting seabirds. A truly remarkable 
outpost, and the fact that anyone at all lives here is a testament to the pioneering spirit of these 
fiercely independent people. 

 

Blue whale mother and calf in in Skjálfandi Bay © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 

Saturday 23rd June: After the traditional group photo of the Celtic Mist and crew in the Arctic Circle 
and some last minute shots of the Island's aggressive Arctic terns, puffins, snow buntings and red-
necked phalaropes, we left Grimsey's safe harbour and into open water as we headed south towards 
Skjálfandi Bay and Húsavik. Once again, open water proved rather non-productive, without any 
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sightings despite the calm sea conditions, but that soon changed when we drew closer to land, 
entering the area north of Skjálfandi Bay. There were many humpbacks here and it soon became clear 
why Húsavik promotes itself as the whalewatching capital of Iceland.  

During the course of a few hours we'd secured fluke images on a dozen or so humpbacks, but then it 
got really interesting when a pair of animals we'd been tracking for a few minutes appeared just too 
big, with too tall and narrow a blow, and a mottled bluish colouration. We had our 1st confirmed 
expedition blue whales; a mother and calf pair (image below).  This was my 1st time seeing blue whales 
in the Atlantic, and a memory that will remain engrained for many years to come. It was interesting 
that it took a while for us to realise that these were, in fact, blue whales before the first shout went 
out, and a lesson for us all, of the importance of remaining vigilant and to expect the unexpected.  As 
it happens our friend and colleague Christian Schmidt who is a senior guide with North Sailing out of 
Húsavik told us later in the day that there was also in the area that same day a hybrid blue/fin whale, 
which would have been interesting. Certainly a sight that would have challenged our ID skills! 

At a glance, through the humpback fluke ID images obtained during the afternoon between Skjálfandi 
Bay and Húsavik it is very likely that on that one session alone, we collectively got >35 humpback fluke 
IDs. A remarkable achievement and not really difficult to see how some of these humpback hotspots 
have catalogues that run into the thousands. When we get home and have time to trawl through them 
all, it will indeed be fascinating to see which individuals we captured when we share the images with 
Icelandic researchers, and of course, we'll be paying particular attention to any likely matches with 
our own Irish humpbacks. 

 

 
© Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 
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Humpback whales in Skjálfandi Bay © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 
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Celtic Mist in Húsavik ©Simon Berrow/IWDG 

 

Sunday 24th June: This was a day for welcoming visitors on board Celtic Mist and flying the flag for 
IWDG in this busy maritime centre, a little recuperation, and a visit to the famous Húsavik Whale 
Museum. Before the long 8-hour drive back to Reykjavík International airport at Keflavík for the next 
crew change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REFLECTIONS ON ICELAND 

My passion for whales has taken me to many interesting places looking for whales over the past 25 
years.  Much of this travel was inspired by the IWDG. The monitoring of humpback whales through the 
Irish Humpback Whale Photo ID catalogue was the inspiration for this latest expedition.  It was a 
wonderful privilege to visit this beautiful country again and to see it from the sea on board Celtic Mist 
and to have an opportunity to explore the extremity of our humpbacks northern range with a nice mix of 
whale researchers, enthusiasts, IWDG personnel, sailors and of course Inis our sponsors, without whom 
this expedition could not have happened. On reflection, it was a remarkable couple of weeks with so 
many experiences packed in, almost all of which were positive.  
 
Pádraig Whooley  
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Leg 5: Húsavik to Eskifjorŏur 

 

The fourth leg of Ireland to Iceland 2018 aimed to survey the waters to the north and east including 
the poorly surveyed East Fjords. It has been five weeks since Celtic Mist left Dublin; with film-maker 
Tony Whelan being the sole constant crew member for this last survey leg. Skipper Mick O’Meara 
joined Celtic Mist in Ísafjorŏur and brought her around to Húsavik.  Celtic Mist was joined by Fiacc 
O’Brolchain and Rachel McNicholl.  Fiacc worked so hard over the winter months along with a team 
of dedicated volunteers to prepare Celtic Mist for this challenging test and was relieved she had 
performed so well with only minor issues. 

So on a lovely evening on Tuesday 26 June we left Húsavik for a 24 hr passage to Vopnafjörŏur.  Sea 
conditions were amazing, and given we were heading around the northeast tip of Iceland which is 
vulnerable to sea fogs and prevailing easterly winds, we were blessed. It felt surreal as we crossed into 
the Arctic Circle around midnight in sea state 0-1 in bright sunshine! 

Northern bottlenose whales in Axarfjördur Bay © Simon Berrow/IWDG 
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Humpback whale sightings tailed off as we travelled east away from Húsavik and our last sighting of 
the voyage was of a mother and calf in Axarfjördur Bay. Sightings of northern bottlenose whales, 
minke whales and white-beaked dolphins were logged. We sailed around the infamous Langanes 
peninsula in near perfect conditions. Over the next few days we made our way from Vopnafjörŏur to 
Seyŏisfordur to Neskaupstaŏur before our final destination in Eskifjorŏur. 

Sightings were consistent, with minke whales and white-beaked dolphins dominating the days along 
with harbour porpoise appearing in the fjords.  No big whales were sighted and with excellent sighting 
conditions most of the time, we don’t think we missed them.  An adult and calf visited Seyŏisfordur a 
week or two before us, but this was unusual. 

      

Minke whale and White-beaked dolphin © Simon Berrow/IWDG 

 

 

 

Iceland was more striking in every way than I had anticipated: it was like Connemara to the power of ten–even 

more dramatic scenery, even sparser population, even harsher climate conditions. How they get through the 

long dark winters is hard to imagine from the 24-hour brightness of a cool summer. One thing we don’t have to 

cheer our winters up is Iceland’s geothermal springs–a soak in the geothermally heated hot tub of the local 

swimming pool was most welcome after a long day’s sailing or an overnight passage on Celtic Mist! 

My favourite fjord was Seyðisfjörður, which has been an artists’ colony for many decades. We got talking to 

Jessica Auer, a Canadian artist who lives there with her Basque partner, Zuhaitz Akizu, an archaeologist who has 

been researching the layers of whaling history in Iceland. Just the week before we were there, they’d seen a 

humpback whale and her calf in the fjord, right outside their window! More on their art and research at 

strondinstudio.com. 

My favourite Icelandic food: Smoked cured lamb. Creamy, soft blue cheese. Pepper coated hard cheese. Salty 

liquorice sweets. And fresh cod caught by Muireann and cooked on board by Mick.  

The views from my bunk were amazing—all night long! 

Chunks of glacier melting into the sea….with Fox’s Glacier Berrows in the foreground! 

It was a joy to watch Camerman Tony at work. Documenting everything without making anyone feel 

uncomfortable or in the way. Here he has a GoPro on a boathook to capture the clamour of the fulmars, under 

and over the water. They were after the entrails of our cod catch! 

Rachel McNicholl 

REFLECTIONS ON ICELAND 
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Leg 6: Passage to Ireland via Faroes 

The last part of the expedition, having surveyed for cetaceans in all the areas we planned to, was to 
bring Celtic Mist home.  On the outward passage the skipper and crew brought her straight from 
Dublin to Heimaey in the Vestmannaeyjar.  For the return passage we planned to visit the Faroe Islands 
and Outer Hebrides in Scotland. Following a long drive to and from Reykjavik for our last crew 
changeover, the fresh crew arrived at Eskifjörður on Monday evening.   

 

Celtic Mist at Foss Hotel, Fáskrúðsfjördur © Simon Berrow/IWDG 

After taking on water, fuel and provisions we left Eskifjörður for Fáskrúðsfjördur, as skipper Mick 
O’Meara had an invitation from the owners of a hotel, whom we met on the pier in Dalvik weeks 
earlier, and the weather forecast was too poor to attempt the two day passage to the Faroes. We 
ended up berthed at the head of the pier outside the Foss Hotel in Fáskrúðsfjördur for three days 
awaiting a weather window.  Finally the weather broke, and we were on our way to the Faroes.  A 
bumpy night passage with a few casualties to sea sickness but the looming northwest cliffs of the 
Faroes came into sight in the morning and the port of Eiði was made.  The following day, after waiting 
for the tidal gate between the islands, we made the capital Tórshavn.  It was a lively town, with more 
maritime activity such as rowing, (which is the national sport) and sailing than we witnessed in a month 
in Iceland. 

  

Walrus at Eiði © Simon Berrow/IWDG 
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Groups of long-finned pilot whales, some with bottlenose or Atlantic white-sided dolphins amongst 
them joined us as we crossed the Faroes channel and distant fin whale blows were seen too.  It 
appeared to be a very biologically active area. 

Having lost time in Fáskrúðsfjördur, we had no time to see more of the Faroes, which was a shame, 
but another night passage south to St Kilda was on offer.  St Kilda is an iconic island 40nmls off the 
west coast of Scotland and is hard to visit due to its remote location.  We had a  few hours ashore on 
St Kilda, then undertook another night passage to Barra in the Outer Hebrides.  Barra was a nice island 
so spend a 24 hr wait for strong winds to pass before beginning a night passage to Derry.  

The breath-taking effect of the lcelandic landscape changes at every turn, from hot springs and geysirs to waterfalls, 
glaciers, rolling green hills and volcanoes. Having spent a week on land enjoying stunning scenery and amazing 
wildlife, Linda and I boarded Celtic Mist in Eskifjörður, just ahead of the Reykjavik road-trippers. There followed some 
enforced downtime as we waited for a weather window to allow us to reach the Faroe Islands in safety. This gave us 
the opportunity to explore the adjacent fjord, Fáskrúðsfjörður, where we were treated to beer and desserts by the 
proprietors of the Foss Hotel. This Icelandic generosity was repeated in numerous ways with gifts of food and time. 
  
Being on board with Simon allowed us to understand the diversity of wildlife, on land and sea. On land we 
encountered several species of bird and at sea we were treated to long-finned pilot and fin whales as well as several 
species of dolphin. As we approached the continental shelf to the South of the Faroes I saw my first whale blows in the 
distance, a humbling experience. 
  
The journey from Iceland was at times challenging but overall very rewarding, with stop-offs in the Faroes and 
Scotland, which pale in comparison to the beauty of Iceland. Altogether an amazing experience with effects that will 
reverberate for years to come. Thanks to all for their company and for their many and varied contributions which 
resulted in an unforgettable experience. 
 
Loraine Smith 

 

REFLECTIONS ON ICELAND 
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Celtic Mist anchored off St Kilda © Simon Berrow/IWDG 

Two great encounters with Risso’s dolphins were the highlight of the Scottish waters as we passed 
through, along with a welcome by the “Barra Boys”, a small resident group of bottlenose dolphins off 
Barra Island.  We were glad to see the cliffs of Donegal’s Inishowen peninsula coming into view, the 
first sight of home.  

    

 

Long-finned pilot whales, Bottlenose dolphin and Risso's dolphin © Simon Berrow/IWDG 
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Cetacean species recorded  

There were a total of 94 sightings of at least thirteen species of cetacean identified to species level. 

Humpback whales were the most frequently recorded species in Iceland, followed by minke whale 

and white-beaked dolphin. Single sightings of sperm whale and northern bottlenose whale were also 

made.  

Table 1. Summary of cetacean sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Species Passage Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3 Leg 4 Passage Total 

Humpback whale  1 9 12 3  25 

Minke whale  9 1 1 4 2 17 

Blue whale    2   2 

Fin whale 2     1 3 

White-beaked dolphin  6 1  10 1 18 

White-sided dolphin      1 1 

Bottlenose dolphin 1     4 5 

Common dolphin 1      1 

Risso’s dolphin      2 2 

Harbour porpoise  1 1 3 4 1 10 

Long-finned pilot whale      2 2 

Northern bottlenose whale     1  1 

Sperm whale  1     1 

Unidentified whale    4   4 

Unidentified cetacean 1   1   2 

Unidentified dolphin  1     1 

Total No. of species 3 5 4 4 5 8 13 

 
Total 
 

 
5 

 
19 

 
12 

 
23 

 
21 

 
14 

 
94 

 

 

Blue whale mother Skjálfandi Bay © Joanne O’Brien /IWDG 
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Species   

Humpback whale Megaptera novaeangliae 

Humpback whales were the most frequently encountered species during the expedition. Clusters of 

animals were recorded in West Fjords, off Dalvik and in the mouth of Skjálfandi Bay.  Through talking 

to people we also learnt of a sighting of a mother and calf in Seyŏisfordur about two weeks earlier 

(sighting and images sent to Tom Grove) and watched video of a humpback almost colliding with a 

yacht off Eskifjörður in May. Clearly humpback whales also occur in East Fjords but maybe in small 

numbers and do not spend extended periods there.   
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Table 2. Summary of humpback whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

05/06/2018 
Faxafloí 64.2226N, 

 -22.1886W 1 3  

13/06/2018 
Ísafjorŏur 66.10N 

-22.7555W 3 1 Photo ID x2 

13/06/2018 
Off Aedey Isl. 65.95’N 

-22.456W 1 5 Photo ID 3rd HBW 

13/06/2018 
Ísafjorŏur 65.47809N, 

-22.06921W 1 5  

16/06/2018 
Ísafjorŏur 66.13674N, 

-22.92697W 1 3 same as 13 June 

16/06/2018 
Vigor Island 66.04588N, 

-22.78998 1 3 photo-id 

16/06/2018 
Ísafjorŏur 66.05466N, 

-22.63702W 1 2 Photo id (new) 

16/06/2018 
Ísafjorŏur 65.88101N, 

-22.4151W 1 2  

17/06/2018 
Svansvik 65.88023N, 

-22.41176W 1 7 
Fluke got, same as 

photographed from road 

17/06/2018 
Melgraseyri 66.07283N, 

-22.58648W 3 3 FLUKE ids on all 3 animals 

20/06/2018 
Skagafjordur 66.17574N, 

-19.56722W 2 1  

21/06/2018 
Siglufjörður 66.16477N, 

-18.88704W 1 1 in hot pursuit for id shots 

21/06/2018 
Skagafjördur 66.16477N, 

-18.88704W 3 1 Failed to connect 

21/06/2018 
Mouth of 
Eyjafjörður 

66.16477N, 
-18.88704W 9 3 

Photo IDs on 9 individuals 
#7-#15 

22/06/2018 
Eyjafjörður 66.16477N, 

-18.88704W 5 2 1 ID BY JOB #16 

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.3527N,  

-17.87033W 4 1  

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.3342N,  

-17.82769W 2 2  

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.32925N, 

-17.82775W 3 1  

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.27666N, 

-17.77866W 6 2 Several Photo iDs 

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.22964N, 

-17.71587W 5 1  

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.20773N, 

-17.65615W 3 1  

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.18067N, 

-17.65014W 12 1 
33 fluke Ids during busy day 

#17-#49 

26/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.16893N, 

-17.40367W 4 3 4 photo-ids, poss 5 

26/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.28856N, 

-17.27296W 2 1 
one whale photo id poor. 

one not fluking 

26/06/2018 
Öxarfjörđur 66.45818N, 

-16.73586W 2 2 images but didn’t fluke 
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Minke whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata 

There were 16 sightings of minke whale in Iceland and two sightings in the Faroes. Sightings were 

widespread off the west, north and east coasts but in small numbers. Most sightings were of single 

animals were recorded. They were recorded within fjords, usually nearer the head of the fjords than 

we observed humpback whales (e.g. Ísafjorŏur).   

Table 3. Summary of minke whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number Behaviour Comments 

02/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.92487 N,  

-13.99969 W 1 2 probable 

05/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.21184N,  

-22.1633W 1 2  

05/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.21179N,  

-22.18276W 1 2  

05/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.19905N,  

-22.25825W 1 2  

05/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.25554N,  

-22.20264W 1 2  

06/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.33389N, 

-22.26274W 1 2  

06/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.52446N,  

-23.02077W 1 2  

06/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.54061N,  

-23.07491W 1 2 tip of fin 

06/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.9241N,  

-23.94781W 1 2  

13/06/2018 
Vigor Island 66.03495N,  

-22.79506W 2 3 among seabirds 

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.12662N,  

-17.57272W 1 2  

27/06/2018 
Off Gjögrahorn 66.39223N,  

-14.6232W 1 2  

27/06/2018 
East Fjords near 
Vopnafjörŏur 

65.9631N,  
-14.58537W 1 2  

28/06/2018 
On passage to 
Seyŏisfordur 

65.59049N,  
-13.75627W 1 2  

30/06/2018 
Approaching 
Eskifjorŏur 

64.99575N,  
-13.56598W 1 2  

10/07/2018 
Faroes, south of 
Torshavn 

61.789N,  
-6.5586W 1 2  

10/07/2018 
Faroes, south of 
Torshavn 

61.657N,  
-6.5876W 1 2  

 

REFLECTIONS ON ICELAND 

I travelled to Iceland with preconceived ideas. After a month sailing around and driving across the tall, quiet 

land, these changed I hope to explain how in the film ‘On the Trail of the Humpback Whale”  

Tony Whelan 
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Fin whale Balaenoptera physalus 

Two sightings of groups of three fin whales were sighted on passage to Iceland and one group of 

three on passage in the Faroes Channel from Iceland, south of the Faroes Islands. None were seen in 

Icelandic waters. Clearly the Faroes Channel is biologically productive as our sightings were close to 

sightings of long-finned pilot whales and bottlenose and white-sided dolphins. 

Table 4. Summary of fin whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

20/05/2018 On passage to Iceland - 3 1  

20/05/2018 On passage to Iceland - 3 2  

15/07/2018 
Faroes Channel 60.23179N,  

-7.33194 
3 
 

1 
 

Blows in distance, 
back and fin seen  

 

Blue whale Balaenoptera musculus 

Three sightings of blue whales were made, one in Skjálfandi Bay with a calf. The sighting in the 

distance off Skagafjördur in high seas did not allow any photo-id but good images were obtained of 

two adults in Skjálfandi Bay on 25 June 2018. Images were sent to Marianne Rasmussen of the 

University of Iceland.  

Table 5. Summary of blue whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

20/06/2018 
Skagafjördur 66.18904N, 

-19.41048W 1 2 
Distant, no ID 

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.29923N, 

-17.79943W 2 3 
Mother & calf pair. ID 
shots 

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.1563N, -

17.3366W 1 1 
Distant but ID shots 

 

 

Blue whale in Skjálfandi Bay © Simon Berrow 
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White-beaked dolphin Lagenrohynchus albirostris 

White-beaked dolphins were seen regularly and were by far the most abundant dolphin species 

encountered. Group sizes were small ranging from 1-10, with a mean of 3.7 individuals. Many 

encounters were observed at a distance with dolphins not approaching the vessels, making photo-id 

not possible during most encounters. 

Table 6. Summary of white-beaked dolphin sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

02/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.91065N, 

-13.909W 10 5  

05/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.21334N, 

-22.1868W 4 5 came to bow pictures 

05/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.20986N, 

-22.2439W 5 2 photos 

06/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.60046N, 

-23.3966W 4 4 bow rode pictures and video 

06/06/2018 
Faxaflói 64.61115N, 

-23.4397W 2 4  

09/06/2018 
Arnarfjörđur 65.82718N, 

-24.1383W 1 4 
1 fast surface, not seen 

again 

16/06/2018 
Ísafjorŏur 66.09121N, 

-22.7173W 2 4 Didn’t come to bow 

22/06/2018 
Eyjafjörđur 56.5161N, 

-7.70597 2 2 Didn’t approach vessel 

26/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.1041N, 

-17.3752W 5 2  

26/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.25974N, 

-17.2838W 1 4 Didn’t approach vessel 

27/06/2018 
Pistilfjörđur 66.38793N, 

-14.5755W 5 4 
Didn’t approach vessel, 

some images 

27/06/2018 
Bakkaflói 66.13661N, 

-14.5206W 4 4 
Didn’t approach vessel, 

some images 

27/06/2018 
Bakkaflói 66.04481N, 

-14.5261W 3 2 Didn’t approach vessel 

27/06/2018 
Bakkaflói 66.02574N, 

-14.5287W 2 4  

27/06/2018 
Bakkaflói 65.97853N, 

-14.5842W 3 2  

28/06/2018 
On passage to 
Seyŏisfordur 

65.75021N, 
-14.7938W 4 2  

28/06/2018 
On passage to 
Seyŏisfordur 

65.76993N, 
-14.6207W 5 4  

28/06/2018 
On passage to 
Seyŏisfordur 

65.78857N, 
-14.4756W 3 2  

6/07/2018 
Fáskrúðsfjördur 64.92595 

-14.0014 5 3  

 

Bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus 

Bottlenose dolphins were not recorded in Icelandic waters. One sighting of a group of 20 was 

recorded on passage to Iceland off Western Scotland and one group in the Faroes Channel on 

passage to Scotland. A small group of seven dolphins were recorded in Barra sound and were likely 
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the well-known resident population known as the “Barra Boys”. Photo-identification images were 

collected and shared with the Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust. 

     

 

Table 7. Summary of bottlenose dolphin whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

26/05/2018 
On passage off 
western Scotland 

66.30821N,  
-17.8053W 20 4  

11/07/2018 
Faroes Channel  60.20406N, 

-7.3517W 10 2 With LPFW 

11/07/2018 
Faroes Channel  60.14058N, 

-7.40099W 3 2 Three adults 

13/07/2018 
Approaching Barra 57.21758N, 

-7.631W 1 4  

13/07/2018 
In Barra Sound 57.0912N 

-7.43741W 7 6 Photographs for photo ID 

 

Risso’s dolphin Grampus griseus 

Risso’s dolphins were recorded on two occasions, both during passage from Iceland to Ireland. One 

sighting was in Scottish waters, north of St Kilda and one just in Irish waters on passage to Derry. 

Photo-identification images were collected and shared with the Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust.  

 

Table 8. Summary of Risso’s dolphin whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

12/07/2018 
North of St Kilda  60.21362N, 

-7.35048W 10 2 
Photographs, three calves 
present 

15/07/2018 
Between Barra 
and Derry, just in 
Irish waters  

56.00425N, 
-7.41417W 10 5 Photographs 

 

Long-finned pilot whale Globicephala melas 

Long-finned pilot whales were not recorded in Icelandic waters, but two sightings were made in the 

Faroes Channel. One sighting of a group of 40 were associating with bottlenose dolphins and one 

group of around 30 individuals with Atlantic white-sided dolphins. Clearly the Faroes Channel is 
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biologically productive as both these sightings were close together and a group of 3 fin whales were 

also recorded in the same area.  

Table 9. Summary of long-finned pilot whale sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

11/07/2018 
Faroes Channel  60.21362N, 

-7.35048W 40 2 
Photographs, with BND in 
association. Three calves present 

11/07/2018 
Faroes Channel 60.11576N, 

-7.4137W 30 2 
Photographs, with AWSD in 
association 

 

Harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena 

Harbour porpoise were recorded on 11 occasions, mainly off the north coast and around the East 

Fjords. They were also sighted in Lough Foyle on the approach to Derry at the end of the expedition. 

Group size was small 1-4 with 1-2 being most frequent.  

 

Table 10. Summary of harbour porpoise sightings during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Date Location Position Number  Behaviour Comments 

06/06/2018 
Faxafloí off 
Arkranes 

64.31202N, 
-22.1884W 3 2  

13/06/2018 
near mouth of 
Jokulfirdir 

66.29964N, 
-22.9045W 4 2 1st group of HP  

13/06/2018 
Siglufjörður 66.23256N, 

-22.9934W 1 2 Travelling among mixed seabirds 

21/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 56.51624N, 

-7.70573W 1 2  

22/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 56.51624N, 

-7.70573W 2 2  

23/06/2018 
Skjálfandi Bay 66.30286N, 

-17.7888W 2  2 

28/06/2018 
On passage to 
Seyŏisfordur 

65.78223N, 
-14.2010W 2 2  

29/06/2018 
 65.14677N, 

-13.6889W 2 2 while on berth !! 

30/06/2018 
Approaching 
Eskifjorŏur 

64.97888N, 
-13.7654W 2 4 foraging 

30/06/2018 
Approaching 
Eskifjorŏur 

65.03048N, 
-13.9216W 1 2  

15/07/2018 
Lough Foyle 55.18388 

-7.02478 1 1  

 

Other species 

One sighting of a group of 4-5 Northern bottlenose whales Hyperoodon ampullatus was of note, 

especially as it coincided with reports of the same species in Skjálfandi Bay. 
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Long-finned pilot whale sightings were in association with bottlenose dolphins and the second 

sighting a group of Atlantic White-sided dolphins Lagenorhynchus acutus.  

 

Two blows from a sperm whale Physeter macrocephalus were recorded off Snæfellness, in addition 

to multiple detections on the hydrophone.  
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Photo-identification  

Species such as humpback whales and bottlenose dolphins lend themselves to being recognised as 

individuals through photo-identification. Other species are more difficult to recognise as images are 

hard to get, animals less well marked, and their marks might not be permanent. During this expedition 

we secured photo-identification images from six species. The main target species were humpback 

whales and most images collected were from this species.   

Table 11. Summary of photo-identification images obtained during Ireland to Iceland 2018. 

Species  Date Location No of individuals 
photographed 

Notes 

Humpback whale 13 June 2018 Hesteyrarfjörður 4 individuals  

 16 June 2018 Ísafjorŏur 2 individuals  

 17 June 2018 Ísafjorŏur 3 individuals  

 20 June 2018 Skagafjörđur 1 individual  

 21 June 2018 Eyjafjörđur 10 individuals  

 22 June 2018 Dalvik 1 individual  

 23 June 2018 Skjálfandi Bay 29 individuals  

 23 June 2018 Húsavik 4 individuals From whalewatching 
platform 

 26 June 2018 Öxarfjörđur Bay 6 individuals  

   2 individuals  

Blue whale 23 June 2018 Skjálfandi Bay 2 individuals Mother & calf 

 23 June 2018 Skjálfandi Bay 1 individual Adult, From 

whalewatching platform 

Long-finned pilot whale 10 July 2018 Faroes Channel   With BND 

 10 July 2018 Faroes Channel   With AWSD 

Risso’s dolphin 11 July 2018 North of St Kilda 7 individuals Sent to HWDT 

 14 July 2018 South of Hebrides 6 individuals Sent to HWDT 

Bottlenose dolphin 12 July 2018 Barra Sound 4 individuals Sent to HWDT 

 

The thousands of humpback whale images collected during the expedition were filtered down to 

hundreds of good quality fluke IDs, and from these we could isolate and identify 55 recognisable 

individuals. Although it is possible to use humpback dorsal fins for Photo ID, given the complexity of 

matching tail flukes to dorsal fins, it was decided to concentrate on tail flukes for identification.  In the 

Ísafjorŏur fjord system over a week of surveying we photographed a total of 5 whales, some of whom 

were seen repeatedly over a number of days. Our high re-sighting rate in this area after three days 

suggests that we sampled most, if not all, the humpbacks in the area. 

It was only when we cleared the northwest tip and started travelling along the North coast, east of 

Hunafloi that we encountered our first large aggregations of humpback whales, and this presented us 

with two very productive days carrying out photo ID. On June 21st we photo-identified 9 individuals 

from Eyjafjordur, which was our biggest day, until we reached Skjálfandi Bay on June 23rd, when we 

added a tally of 33 fluke IDs. In the space of 48 hours we secured  identification shots of  42 individuals.  
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Five humpback whales, Skjálfandi Bay, near Húsavik, June 23rd 2018 © Pádraig Whooley/IWDG 

Out of the the 55 photo identified humpback whales (see appendix), seven are known individuals.  

They have previously been recorded in Iceland and were allocated references to one or more Icelandic 

humpback catalogues (ISMn and Mn). One animal, #23 whom we photographed near Húsavík on June 

23rd, is a match with our HBIRL25, recorded by Nick Massett off the Blasket Islands in County Kerry 

on both the 14th and 25th September 2013.  The same year this individual was photographed off 

Húsavík on July 28th,  a 48 day interval between Húsavík in northern Iceland and Kerry in Southwest 

Ireland.   

So based on the analyses of images we cannot confirm any new Ireland-Iceland matches, although we 

have reconfirmed a known match. Between 21-25th September 2018, Frederick Wenzel of the US 

based National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration gave this dataset a preliminary run through 

the North Atlantic Humpback Whale Catalogue and he is satisfied that none of these can be matched 

to either the Cape Verde breeding ground or the wider North Atlantic catalogue. So these 55 animals 

will in time be added to this North Atlantic Catalogue.  

Good images were also taken of Risso’s and bottlenose dolphins in Scottish waters on passage to 

Ireland and were sent to the Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust for matching. A second group of 

Risso’s dolphin were photographed just in Irish waters but images were also shared with the 

Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust. 
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Discussion  

The IWDG Ireland to Iceland 2018 Humpback Whale Expedition was a great success. The objectives 

were all met, and the cruise plan delivered with only time lost in Ísafjorŏur due to strong winds and 

pack ice. The expedition obtained fluke images of humpback whales and two adult blue whales, it 

engaged with local and national researchers and whale watching tour guides and with coastal 

communities. The expedition was a great success in building relationships between two island nations 

that share a whale population.  

Sightings 

During the whole expedition including passage to and from Ireland, a total of 13 cetacean species were 

recorded. This reflects good species diversity with nine of these species recorded on passage and nine 

in Icelandic waters. The most frequently recorded species in Iceland were humpbacks, minke whales, 

white-beaked dolphin and harbour porpoise, which are recognised as the four most frequently 

recorded species.  

The number of sightings and species recorded during each leg was consistent with around 19-23 

sightings of between 4-5 species on each leg. Only on Leg 2 was the number of sightings down, which 

was due to Celtic Mist being restricted to the West Fjords due to strong winds and pack-ice.  

Acoustic recordings  

The towed hydrophone was only used twice during the expedition; once on passage to Iceland and 

once surveying the 300m deep trough off Snæfellness. A number of sperm whales were recorded at 

the same time suggesting there is more than just a few sperm whales using this trough.  Although 

deep compared to the waters around Iceland’s coast, the water depth is not typically associated with 

sperm whales who usually occur in waters >300m in depth.  No humpback whales were recorded.  

Photo-identification 

An important component of this expedition was to try and obtain fluke images suitable for photo-id 

of individual humpback whales, in order to try and match these individuals to catalogues collected in 

Iceland and elsewhere including Ireland. A total of 55 individual fluke shots were collected during the 

course of the journey.  A total of five individual humpback whales were recorded in West Fjords.  Most 

were identified on more than one day and following extensive coverage of this area, due to poor 

weather elsewhere we feel that few whales were not recorded in the fjords during this period, 

suggesting a low number of site faithful whales occurred.   

We obtained imagers of 55 recognisable humpback whales, of which seven were known individuals, 

having previously been recorded in Iceland, while 48 were new whales not recorded previously. One 

whale we photographed near Húsavík, is a match to the Blasket Islands, County Kerry.  

 

Media and Outreach  

During the expedition a dedicated portal was established on the IWDG website 

(http://iwdg.ie/iceland2018/) and Facebook, Twitter and Instagram accounts. Weekly blogs were 

posted on the website with pages on the aims of the expedition, partners and sponsors and 24 posts 

on Instagram. Three pieces were written for the Marine Times publication and broadcast on This island 

Nation a digital platform media presented by Tom McSweeney. Two live interviews were carried out 

with RTE Radio 1 Mooney Goes Wild from Iceland during the expedition.  
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Celtic Mist in Iceland and the Cool Route to Ireland. 

Celtic Mist is in the remote eastern fjords in Iceland. There is a shout of ‘hello’ from the timber wharf as I sit relaxing in the 

saloon. I shout ‘hello’ back as I go outside to check. There was a gaunt looking young man standing beside the boat. ‘How 

she cuttin’, he says, ‘I’m Johnny from Mullingar’.  

This is Seydisfjordur. A magical, mystical. magnetic harbour at the head of a long wide and winding fjord. Hidden and 

sheltered from seaward. Hidden also from inland where the only roadway meanders through a winding valley. The tall 

sides of the fjord are snow-capped and punctuated with spectacular waterfalls tumbling down to the sea. Small cabins dot 

the lower slopes. Home to artists and craftspeople, bohemians and wanderers like Johnny. He is looking for his soul here, 

and looking for his rehabilitation through music. And also looking for a passage to Faroe. 

Iceland is an amazing country. The coastline punctuated with majestic fjords and small harbours. The people are friendly 

and welcoming and are proudly aware of their Irish heritage. Snow capped mountains and glaciers and volcanoes. Variable 

winds and seas. ‘Gales are rare in summer but strong winds are frequent’ the pilot book states. Rugged and physical and 

geographic. Snow and sunshine. Simple buildings with simple functions. Maritime museums in every harbour village are 

reminders of a vast maritime history. A collective sense of ownership and individualism and survival. Wildlife in the sea and 

the sky. Terns, skuas, gannets, fulmars and puffins…..and whales.  

Four humpback whales in a feeding frenzy at the entrance to Eyjafjordur on our way from Siglufjordur to Dalvik. Their 

primitive sounds and actions oblivious to Celtic Mist drifting in their midst. The blue whale mother and calf that we 

encountered between Grimsey and Husavik. Again we drifted without the engine and they circled us at a safe distance. A 

magical and sensitive moment not to be forgotten. Then between Faroe and St. Kilda the pilot whales with a group of 

white-sided dolphins in their midst spy-hopping to check us out. We drifted with them for ages, at peace with their world. 

St Kilda, a remarkable island with the old deserted village built in a curve following the shape of Village Bay. 40 miles west 

of the Outer Hebrides in the Atlantic. A community of crofters and survivors who lived in the semicircular remains of a 

volcano. After climbing up the brae to get to the cliffs I lay down to look over the edge. A female fulmar incubating her 

eggs looked up at me. On the way down I was continually dive-bombed by a great Skua, a reminder of the just who owns St 

Kilda now. 

Castlebay in Barra in the Outer Hebrides was pleasant but unremarkable. Until I walked to the village to enquire about 

services. The signs on buildings and signposts were in Gallic and English a welcoming sight and reminder of West Donegal. 

It was a place where we were welcomed as Irish and where we felt at home. Just a hundred miles from Malin Head and a 

reminder of the history and culture that we have in common. 

The Iceland project was an incredible experience with many friendships made and crew camaraderie all contributing to a 

most successful and rewarding adventure. 

But the eastern fjords keep calling me to go back. Austerland, the most remote area of Iceland with a population of just ten 

thousand people. And it’s that long and winding fjord that will lead me to Seydisfjordur.  

Mick O’Meara 

 

REFLECTIONS ON ICELAND 
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Appendix I: IWDG Iceland 2018 Photo ID catalogue 

Humpback whale (#1-55) 

 

  

 

#1, 16062018, ©BQ/IWDG                 #2, 16062018, ©BQ/IWDG      #3, Mn684, 16062018, ©BQ/IWDG 

   

#4, 17062018, ©BQ/IWDG    #5, 17062018, ©PW/IWDG      #6, 20062018, ©PW/IWDG 

   

#7, 210618, ©JOB/ IWDG                  #8, 21062018, ©PW/IWDG     #9, 21062018, ©JOB/IWDG 

   

#10, 21062018, ©PW/IWDG       #11, 21062018, ©PW/IWDG           #12, 21062018, ©JOB/IWDG 
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#13, Mn747, 21062018, ©JOB/IWDG   #14, 21062018, ©JOB/IWDG    #15, 21062018, ©JOB/IWDG 

   

#16, 22062018, ©JOB/IWDG     #17,Mn778,23062018,©JOB/IWDG    #18, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG 

   

#19, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG       #20, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG               #21, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG 

   

#22, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG                     #23, HBIRL25, NAHWC 09974,          #24, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG 

            ISMn 0105/0598, Mn173, 

            23062018, ©PW/IWDG 
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#25, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG                 #26, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG           #27, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG 

   

#28, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG    #29, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG         #30, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG 

   

#31, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG  #32, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG      #33, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG 

   

#34, 23062018, ©GF/IWDG #35, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG  #36, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG 

   

#37, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG   #38, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG      #39, 23062018, ©GF/IWDG 
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#40, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG      #41, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG       #42, Mn803, 3062018,©PW/IWDG 

   

#43, 23062018, ©PW/IWDG        #44, 23062018, ©SB/IWDG   #45, 23062018, ©SB/IWDG 

   

#46, 23062018, ©SB/IWDG         #47, 23062018, ©SB/IWDG         #48, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG 

   

#49, 23062018, ©JOB/IWDG       #50, 26062018, ©SB/IWDG           #51, 26062018, ©SB/IWDG 

   

#52, 26062018, ©SB/IWDG      #53, Mn205, 26062018, ©SB/IWDG        #54, 26062018, ©SB/IWDG 
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#55, ISMn 0157/0223, Mn401, 26062018, ©SB/IWDG 

 

Codes 

BQ= Brendan Quinn, PW=Pádraig Whooley, JOB= Joanne O’ Brien, GF= Gerry Flaherty, SB= Simon Berrow 
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Blue Whale #1-2 

 

 

 

 

Blue whale mother #1 Skjálfandi Bay © Joanne O’Brien /IWDG 
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Blue whale mother #1 and calf in Skjálfandi Bay © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 

 

 

Blue whale mother #1 in Skjálfandi Bay © Pádraig Whooley /IWDG 

 

 

Blue whale #2 in Skjálfandi Bay on 25 June 2018 © Simon Berrow/IWDG 

 


